Microsoft Surface Hub
Unlock the Power of the Group
THE POWER OF THE GROUP

The International Space Station Cooperation
Imagine the possibilities

What if you could...

- Transform your workplace into a center for collaboration and innovation
- Seamlessly connect everyone in your organization, regardless of their location
- Empower leadership to do more, in a visually compelling way
- Breathe new life into apps and data by viewing them from a different perspective
- Better connect disparate business functions together to see things in a new light
- Deliver re-imagined experiences for your customer so they fall in love with your brand all over again
SURFACE HUB: UNLOCK THE POWER OF THE GROUP
THE FIRST OF ITS KIND
SURFACE HUB: UNLOCK THE POWER OF THE GROUP

- Best way to create and brainstorm with others
- Engaging and productive meetings
- Platform for amazing large screen apps
- Designed for the modern workplace
EXCITEMENT IS BUILDING

“The Surface Hub proved unlike any other gadget I’ve ever used before. The touch interface is as responsive as any smartphone, and writing and operating with multiple hands is flawless.”

– Nick Statt, CNET

“...a revolutionary new computing platform that will become pervasive in the years ahead.”

– Mike Elgan, ComputerWorld

“The difference with the Surface Hub is its focus on collaboration, with a marriage of hardware and software that other companies won’t be able to pull off.”

– Jared Newman, PCWorld
A NEW CATEGORY: COLLABORATION DEVICE

- Whiteboard
- Audio/Video conferencing
- Apps
- Projection
- Cross-platform solution
- Best-in-class hardware
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BEST WAY TO CREATE AND BRAINSTORM WITH OTHERS

- OneNote Whiteboard
- Fluid, natural ink
- Built for teamwork
- Rich multimedia experience
- Take your ideas with you
ONENOTE WHITEBOARD

- Infinite canvas
- Lasso
- Clip
FLUID, NATURAL INK

Advanced screen technology

Customized pen
BUILT FOR TEAMWORK

Three people can ink simultaneously

Remote users can see OneNote Whiteboard
RICH MULTIMEDIA EXPERIENCE

Premium audio and visual experience
TAKE IDEAS WITH YOU

Email Whiteboard as rich OneNote and PNG files
MAKE MEETINGS MORE ENGAGING AND PRODUCTIVE

- One-touch meeting start
- Scheduled or spontaneous
- Easy to share content
- Engaging for everyone
- Walk away with confidence
ONE-TOUCH MEETING START

Automatically launch audio, video, and Whiteboard
SCHEDULED OR SPONTANEOUS

Schedule a meeting via Exchange

Ad-hoc collaboration with one-touch
EASY TO SHARE CONTENT

- Wired and wireless
- Many devices
- Touchback
- Inkback
ENGAGING FOR EVERYONE

Wide-angle cameras capture the entire room

Dual cameras placed at eye-level

Mic array eliminates background noise
PLATFORM FOR AMAZING LARGE SCREEN APPS

- Any Windows 10 app
- Familiar apps
- New app experiences
- Create your own app
ANY WINDOWS 10 APP

Universal apps run natively, without authentication

Desktop apps run from your personal desktop via Connect

Run HTML5 apps in Edge
FAMILIAR APPS

- Microsoft apps like Skype for Business, OneNote, and Office
- Tools your business counts on
- LOB and industry-specific solutions
NEW APP EXPERIENCES

- Cloud based
- New alternative authentication
- Multi-user, multi-touch multi-pen
- Immersive experience
CREATE YOUR OWN APP

Windows 10 and HTML5 apps run without special coding

Custom dashboards

Tools to unlock creativity
ANY SPACE

Multiple sizes and mounting options to fit many room types

Rolling stand to move from room to room
Communal operating system allows Surface Hub to sit in shared spaces
CONNECTED

Connect with devices and peripherals you already use

HDMI, USB, Bluetooth, and NFC

Compatible with systems from Crestron, AMX, and Extron
SCALE WITH YOUR ENTERPRISE

Designed to be centrally managed by IT

Apps, updates, and configuration can all be managed remotely